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President’s Corner 

Party’s at Matt’s place!  Come on over! 
 
Sunday, December 1 is the day.  We will start the festivities at 1 and wrap up at 5 or so.  The 
club will provide a turkey and ham and some drinks, and we can all bring some appetizers, 
side dishes, and desserts, pot-luck style.  Alcoholic beverages will be BYOB and we usually 
share.  As per tradition, we will do a white-elephant gift exchange.  If you want to participate, 
bring a wrapped gift of $15 or less value.  It doesn’t have to be new, regifting is encouraged.  
We will draw numbers and select gifts in that order.  During your turn, if you like a previously 

 
 

October 30th, Wednesday, 6:30 p.m.   Club Meeting, Crazy Horse Restaurant, Monterey 
 

November 8th, Friday, 5:00 p.m.*  After-Work Dive, Wharf II, Monterey 
 

November 23,  Saturday, 8:00 a.m.  Club Dive, Butterfly House, Carmel 
 

There is not a regular MBSO meeting in November or December 
 

RED indicates change from original calendar 
 

*all times are for SHOW times, to assess conditions – mandatory briefing 30 minutes later 
Please RSVP for dives to dive coordinator or on MBSO Facebook page!! 
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opened gift, you can "steal" it.  A gift can change hands 
a maximum of two times, then it stays with the third and 
final owner. We will also be holding a raffle for cool stuff 
like a gift certificate, wine, and much more. 

Should you come?  Yes!  There are a lot of you out 
there that we don’t see regularly at the dives or 
meetings, but we still would like to hang out with you.  
This is always a great time of sharing food and laughs – 
please join us!  Don’t celebrate Christmas?  This is a 
holiday party in the most secular sense, overlain with 
the trappings of the season.  We will be focusing on the 
traditions of companionship, good food, and gift-giving 
(and stealing!) 
 
Email Activities Director Scott at 

activitiesdirector@montereybayseaotters.org and let him know how many people, and what 
dish you will bring to share.  The address is 50 Coral Street, Pacific Grove.  We are at the 
corner with Del Monte Blvd. and the parking is easiest on Del Monte (look for the lighted 
octopus). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Mark Holman, President 
 

Treasurer’s Two Cents  
 
Our final meeting of the year is fast approaching, and it’s time to see what our members have 
been up to this year!  Join us for photos of travels in Asia and Europe, as well as right here at 
home! 
 
We had a fun and informative September meeting as we learned about the Reef 
Environmental Education Foundation, also known as REEF.  Several members were inspired 
to obtain the survey materials needed to begin underwater surveys for them.  We also drew 
two names for the monthly drawing for gift certificates from our business members, and the 
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lucky winners were visitor Amber Thompson and Treasurer Walan.  As always, the only criteria 
for a chance to win is showing up!  
 
This month, we welcome new member Wayne Pagcu from Daly City, who started off with a 
bang, attending the Pumpkin Carving Contest as his first event, and carved the winning 
pumpkin!  
 
Walan Chang, Treasurer 
 

Minute to Minute 
 
A MBSO Board meeting was held on October 16th,  2019. In attendance were President – 
Mark Holman, Safety Officer – Randy Phares, Newsletter Editor – Matt Denecour, Vice 
President - Tom Hubbard, Secretary – Caleb Lawrence, and Dive Coordinator – Corey 
Penrose. 
 
We talked about our cancelled Members’ BBQ and the conditions predicted for our next dive, 
resolving to cancel as soon as we know to help people plan.  We talked about the upcoming 
Members’ Video and Photo Night, and the Holiday Party. 
 
Our next meeting will be November 20th,  at 7 p.m.  Everyone is invited to dial-in at 563-999-
2090 (365378# access code) and follow along.   
 

Holy Mackerel! 
 

The Pacific mackerel ranges from the 
Gulf of California up to Alaska, but are 
most abundant from Pt. Conception 
southward.  Usually found in schools at 
or near the surface, they have also been 
observed up to a thousand feet deep.  
They tolerate temperatures from 50-72° 
F and, being continuous swimmers, 
move about their range as the water 
warms and cools. 
 
They are a tuna relative and grow fast, 
up to two feet and live up to 11 years.  
They are omnivorous, especially liking 

small fishes, squids, copepods and krill.  In turn, California sea lions, northern fur seals, bald 
eagles, and least terns like to munch on them. 
 
Their populations go through boom/bust cycles, but they are an important part of the 
recreational and commercial fisheries.  Some of the catch is for human consumption or pet 
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food, and some is used as bait.  They are an oily fish that spoils rapidly (There are more 
references to stinking mackerel in English literature than any other fish), but are a good source 
of omega-3 fatty acids.  Larger mackerels often have high levels or mercury. 
 
Huge schools of mackerel have recently invaded British Columbia waters where they eat baby 
salmon.  They may be partially to blame for the decline in salmon stocks there. 
 
Matt Denecour, Editor 
 
Sources: fisheries.noaa.gov, Probably More Than You Wanted To Know About The Fishes Of 
The Pacific Coast by Dr. Milton Love, Wikipedia. 
 

October Meeting 
Member’s Night Still and Video Photography  

Hello to all the intrepid dive club photographers out there!  We will be holding our Member’s 
Photo and Video Night on October 30 at our MBSO meeting.  This is your chance to present 
your latest and best photo or video exploits to everyone.  There are many talented 
photographers and aspiring amateurs in the club and all levels of photo-taking ability are 
welcome.  Past years have featured member's dive trips to South Leyte and Dumaguete, 
Philippines, Indonesia, Isla Mujeres, Mexico, Channel Islands and of course good ole’ 
Monterey.  Who knows what adventures we will be watching this year?   

This is a chance to show people what you've been up to and share your discoveries without 
having to enter a contest and be judged - just a lot of fun.  All you need to do is to provide a 
short slide show or video of one of your dives/dive trip, and answer a few how-did-you-do-that? 
questions from the crowd, it’s that simple.  Here is what you need to do to get on the presenter 
roster: Send Scott McReynolds (mailto:activitiesdirector@montereybayseaotters.org) your 
name, phone number, and presentation title (seven minutes max).   

After your presentation you have will have a few minutes for questions and answers.  If we 
stick to the ten-minute format we can view six still photography or videos that night.  We will be 
showing your slideshow, from a thumb drive or DVD, using a Windows PC and tabletop 
projector.  Submissions are open now. 

Previous Meeting Recap 
 
Our speaker was Janna Nichols from REEF (Reef Environmental Education Foundation).  
REEF is an international marine conservation organization with a mission to protect 
biodiversity and ocean life by engaging the public through citizen-science and education.  
Their major projects are the Volunteer Fish Survey Project, the Grouper Moon Project, the 
Invasive Species Project, and the Explorers Education Project. 
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Janna asked for the help of local divers to help count fish as citizen-
scientists.  The survey is conducted world-wide, and volunteers do 
not need previous experience.  In temperate climates, such as ours, 
we can also count invertebrates and algae/kelp.  REEF data has 
been used in a number of studies involving giant pacific octopus, 
California sea cucumber, sea star wasting disease, and long-term 
rockfish populations, to name a few. 
 
The Volunteer Fish Survey Project is on-going and volunteers are needed.  Divers (and non-
divers too) can join for free at reef.org.  It is necessary to get a slate or a starter kit from REEF.  
Data are submitted online through the reef.org website.  Fish ID webinars, or “Fishinars” are 
available online to help divers get up to speed on their fish ID skills, and a number of other 
educational tools and resources are available online at their site.  REEF can also be found on 
Facebook.  REEF also conducts fish survey trips and charters. 
Caleb Lawrence, Secretary 
 

August Club Meeting – Jerry Loomis Shares Fabulous Photos 
 
President Mark opened the meeting with a review of recent and upcoming club dives and 
events, emphasizing next month’s Membership Appreciation BBQ and Dive.  The club will 
provide food and beverages for the BBQ and host a navigation challenge again this year.  
More details are in a separate newsletter article.  Safety Officer Randy reminded everyone that 
the times listed for club events are show times, and if it’s a dive event, the group will assess 
conditions at show time, conduct the dive briefing 30 minutes later, followed by entry into the 
water immediately after that.  Then it was time for our presentation. 
 
Jerry Loomis worked at Point Lobos for decades before retiring and spoke about the history 
behind Point Lobos becoming a protected area.  Today, Point Lobos receives more than 
500,000 visitors a year, but only about 6000 divers.  Jerry shared his amazing images taken 
during his 1000+ dives there, many of which were in Bluefish Cove.  As he shared his photos, 
Jerry talked about the importance of the Point Lobos  underwater ecosystem, including the fact 
that kelp holdfasts host over 150,000 organisms.  He also talked about kelp forests as both 
hotel and restaurant for young fish and other marine life, as well as one of their predators, sea 
otters.  Jerry responded to a question about the sea otter population by saying that the 
numbers have been variable, but the monthly counts typically range between 70 and 100 
otters. 
 
Sea otters were a segue into another related issue, the exploding sea urchin population, which 
Jerry said had been rarely seen until sea star wasting disease.  It is unclear how to restore the 
kelp forests the urchins have been decimating, but Jerry mentioned the impact of transferring 
sea otters to San Nicolas island.  Although many eventually returned home, since the sea 
otters’ arrival, sea urchin populations have been greatly reduced from the initial 1500 urchins 
per square meter.  Jerry shared other interesting tidbits he’s learned over time, such as 
leatherback sea stars turning red when touched or that aggregations of ochre stars and green 
anemones hang out under mussel beds to eat them.  Point Lobos has few true corals, and 
some are at deep depths. 
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Jerry shared photos of his night dives at Point Lobos, something we recreational divers aren’t 
normally able to experience.  He included images of local sponges, various anemones, 
vibrantly colored nudibranchs, and beautiful snails.  Jerry said sponges occur in vast numbers 
and types at Point Lobos.  He also shared that green anemones are one of the few in the local 
area to host zooxanthellae, gaining a food source in return.  And speaking of food, Jerry also 
told us that nudibranchs favor the tentacles of tube anemones as a food source, and then use 
the nematocysts from the anemones for their own defense.  He shared images of nudibranchs 
producing ribbons of eggs.  He showed the Hopkins rose, a pink nudibranch that is present 
only when the water is warm and feeds on bryozoans.  Another beautiful nudibranch creates 
hydrochloric acid against any fish trying to eat it.  He also had a photo of the purplish 
Glossodoris mcfarlandi nudibranch, which feeds on cobalt sponges. 
 
The discussion then shifted to dive sites, and Jerry revealed that the tip of Pt Lobos is his 
favorite dive site, although it’s often too rough to dive.  He also mentioned that the south 
shore’s topography is not as conducive to species for anchoring, which is why it is less rich in 
sea life.  All in all, it was a wonderful evening spent looking at superb images of the sea life at 
Point Lobos, and everyone was appreciative that he shared them with us!   
 
Walan Chang 
(This was a late submission, but we’ve run it now as it has some more info and a different 
perspective than our original write-up of that meeting.) 
 

Safety First 
Incident Insight reprinted from Alert Diver magazine 
//www.danintranet.org/media/adimg/25735_m.jpg 

Diver Recovers Despite Delayed Treatment 
The Dives 
The diver made a total of 10 dives over a five-day period. On the fourth day of diving she participated in 
a single planned-decompression dive; all other dives were within her computer's no-decompression 
limits. The decompression dive was to 110 feet of seawater (fsw) for 25 minutes, the breathing gas was 
air, and she met all decompression obligations. There were no reported problems or incidents on that 
dive. 
 
Within seven hours after the decompression dive she developed numbness and deep pain in her right 
arm and leg that radiated into her foot. The sensation was unlike any pain she had previously 
experienced. The next morning she participated in two more dives: the first to 45 fsw for 50 minutes and 
the second to 30 fsw for 30 minutes. The diver did not recall any changes to her symptoms during or 
after the dives. 
 
The symptoms worsened during a flight 48 hours after the final two dives. After the diver arrived home, 
the pain increased enough to wake her from sleep. An anti-inflammatory medication provided some 
relief, but by morning the pain was radiating into her right shoulder. The grip strength in her right arm 
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seemed to be decreased, and the numbness and pain in her right leg and foot were hampering her ability 
to walk normally, so she contacted DAN®. 
 

 
Any symptoms after a dive, whether you suspect they are dive related or not, should be evaluated. 
The diver is a 60-year-old female with more than 40 years of diving experience, including many years 
working as a dive professional. She is reportedly in good medical and physical health and takes no 
regular medications. 

The Evaluation 
After gathering all pertinent information, the DAN medic on call strongly recommended that the diver 
go to the closest emergency department (ED) for evaluation. Believing that her primary care physician 
could evaluate her sooner, the caller scheduled an appointment with her doctor for the early afternoon. 
The DAN medic contacted the hyperbaric chamber that would likely treat the patient if she were to be 
diagnosed with decompression sickness (DCS). The attending hyperbaric physician contacted the diver 
and asked that she call him while seeing her doctor. 
 
The hyperbaric physician and the patient's primary care physician worked together to arrive at a likely 
diagnosis. After performing a full neurological and physical evaluation, the physician diagnosed the 
diver with neurological (Type 2) DCS. For treatment, she was transferred to the hyperbaric chamber 
facility, which was two hours away. 
 
On arrival she was reevaluated and treated in the chamber with a U.S. Navy Treatment Table 6, which 
provided some improvement. Prior to the treatment her arm and leg strength were measured at 3.5 out of 
5, but post-treatment her strength was 4.5. The next day she received treatment using a U.S. Navy 
Treatment Table 5. The only residual symptom after the second treatment was subjective soreness in her 
right leg. The treating doctor explained that this was common and would resolve with time. 
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Decompression sickness and other dive-related injuries should be treated as 
soon as possible, so it is important to see a medical professional or call DAN 
when you experience symptoms following a dive. 
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Discussion 
This case highlights several things. The first involves symptom recognition. Please remember that pain 
is your body's way of telling you that something is wrong — whether you have been diving or not. Not 
all pain after diving indicates DCS, but any pain should prompt an evaluation. If you have any 
symptoms that are new to you, seek medical evaluation or contact DAN to discuss your situation. 
 
This diver fortunately experienced a complete recovery despite the five-day delay in treatment after 
symptom onset. Divers can still receive treatment, however, as long as there is a possibility for positive 
results. How long a delay is too long to provide treatment is still a matter of discussion among 
hyperbaric experts. The patient ideally needs to be evaluated and treated as soon as it is practical to do 
so — certainly within the first 24 hours of symptom onset. 
 
With time, the gas bubbles that cause DCS gradually resolve, but it is not known how long it takes them 
to completely disappear. It's clear, however, that once they cause an injury, symptoms may persist 
longer than the bubbles themselves. If hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) therapy begins within the first 24 hours 
after symptoms, pressure diminishes the bubbles, and the high partial pressure of oxygen speeds up their 
elimination. When HBO is delayed for days, it may still be beneficial even though bubbles may not be 
present; the treatment addresses the remaining tissue injury. 
 
If you experience symptoms, please do not hesitate to seek a medical evaluation. For emergencies, first 
activate emergency medical services (EMS), and then contact the DAN Emergency Hotline at +1-919-
684-9111, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Your safety is our priority. 
 
© Alert Diver — Q2 Spring 2019 
 

Randy Phares, Safety Officer 

 

Scheduled Club Dives  
All times are for SHOW times, to assess conditions – divers must be geared up for the 

mandatory briefing 30 minute later. 
 

Please RSVP for dives to dive coordinator or on MBSO Facebook page!! 
 

After Work Dive, Friday, November 8th, 5:00 p.m. Wharf II, Monterey 

Our after-work dive will be at the Municipal Wharf #2. We dive this location with the permission 
of the harbormaster, so we don’t do it often. If you have not dived this location before you 
should definitely check it out. We will meet at 6 p.m. at the parking in front of the London 
Bridge Pub near the intersection of Del Monte and Figueroa. It gets dark about 6:00 so this is 
considered to be a night dive. We will have a mandatory dive briefing at 5:30.  

This is generally an easy place to dive at night because it is very easy to navigate amongst all 
the pilings. The depth is a fairly consistent 20-25 feet deep. This is the only muck dive that we 
do in Monterey where we find both black-eyed gobies and bay gobies living amongst the 
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oyster shells and discarded crab pots along the edge of the wharf. One spot fringeheads and 
the occasional sarcastic fringehead can be found in discarded bottles and timbers. This is a 
night dive, so please bring two dive lights and a marker light. After the dive we will probably eat 
something in a nearby pub or restaurant.  

Club Dive, Saturday, November 23rd, 8:00 a.m. Butterfly House, Carmel 

Butterfly House is located at the intersection of Scenic Road and Stewart Way in Carmel-by- 
the-Sea.  There is a large expensive house there with an odd roof that resembles a butterfly 
perched on the rocks overlooking a small cove.  Parking is on the street and then we access 
the beach by an eroding goat path down to the water.  There are no restrooms at this site, so if 
you are diving dry you may want to stop in to the port-a-potty located just along the road in at 
Carmel River Beach.  We will meet up at the intersection and observe conditions before doing 
a briefing and gearing up.  The goat path to the water is not for the meek, so it is one of the 
more difficult dives we will attempt this year.  However, the site is beautiful and one of the 
nicest shore dives in Carmel.  There are very large granite pinnacles and chutes to explore. 
There are large and abundant fish species here as well as lots of invertebrate life.  This is a 
good dive to bring your camera and, if the visibility looks promising, a wide-angle lens.  

If this site is not diveable, we will retreat to our backup site, San Carlos Beach.  Please post on 
Facebook if you are attending and if we do change the dive location we will post on Facebook 
and you can be notified of the change.  

 

Previous Dives 
After Work Dive, McAbee Beach 

 
Always listen to the Dive Safety 
Officer…always listen to the Dive Safety 
Officer. 
 
Perhaps that dictum, more so than most, was 
on my mind after the after-work dive ended on 
Friday, October 11th.   
 
Well, that and our fans. 
 
Let me explain… 
 
For our after-work dive in October, I’d selected 
McAbee because of its easy access, infrequent use as a dive site for the Monterey Bea Sea 
Otters and its rich, abundant kelp.  So, with those guidelines in mind, Randy, Walan, Mark, 
myself and guest diver, Abu Hussain met on a lovely evening to explore the lush kelp of 
Cannery Row before the winter storms and purple urchins cleaned it out. 
 
Abu and I were the dive team, while Randy, Walan and Mark would be the topside support.  
After parking and donning my gear, at the tail end of a very long day, while I was on my way to 
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the dive site, I realized I’d left my dive light in the car.  Since low light and low visibility in our 
coastal waters was something I am very used to, I didn’t want to dump my tank, dump my 
weight belt, and go through all of the bother of going back to the car to collect my dive light. 
 
Randy and Mark, however, insisted.   
 
OooooK…so, off went the tank, off went the weight 
belt, back to the car….but I was so glad I did. 
 
Once we were in the water, the seas were very, very 
flat, but it was a dark night and the thick kelp made 
for a very dark dive.  Usually, when I take my light on 
a dive, I find conditions to be sufficiently illuminated 
and my light is tucked away into the handy thigh 
pockets on my suit, but, wow, on that dive, I was 
thankful for my light.  I don’t think I could have seen 
my compass without it, but my backlit computer had 
no issue. 
 
That said, the dive was very interesting.  The dark skies and calm waters of the cove created 
an environment where, as we turned a corner, tucked into a thick fold of kelp, was school after 
school of densely-packed school fish, taking welcome shelter from the conditions and 
predators in a safe nook. 
 
That feeling of coyness was the defining characteristic of the dive, and it was quite enjoyable 
to wind our way over and around the abundant life of McAbee beach. 
 

Reaching a depth of 28 feet, and 
a total bottom time of 35 minutes, 
we popped up, took a heading to 
the shore and, with our lights 
shining on the surface of the 
water, Abu and I worked our way 
safely back to the beach. 
 
Once our topside crew saw us 
safely back to our cars (I’d 
parked my car in front of the 
aquarium classroom), I spread 
out my gear on that concrete 
bench (it’s a stellar dive table, by 
the way) and was quite amused 
by the incredulous looks of 
tourists coming and going on 

Monterey Bay.  While it seems sort of incredible, at least to me, that people don’t think of the 
diving, first and foremost, when the visit Monterey Bay, for many, that seems to be their reality.   
 
Consequently, after being thanked by two diners from El Torrito who were delighted to meet 
the source of their evening’s “entertainment” (they had followed our dive lights for the entire 
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dive and were quite amused) I was asked, by a tourist with the most charming hint of a 
southern accent, “Are you a Navy Seal?” 
 
While the temptation to say YES was quite powerful, I thought better of it and replied, in my 
proudest professional tone, “No, I’m an English Teacher!”  The subsequent conversation about 
best instructional practices for teaching Hamlet was both unexpected, and delightful, and a 
lovely way to finish the day. 
 
If you missed this dive, you missed a delightful adventure 
 
Corey Penrose, Dive Coordinator, Photos by Walan Chang 
 

Annual Pumpkin Carving Contest Yields a Surprise Winner 
 
The last Saturday in October was our annual Pumpkin 
Carving Contest and it turned out be a beautiful day for 
it.  Vice President Tom, Treasurer Walan, Activities 
Director Scott, and Safety Officer Randy all showed up 
to get things set up for the contest.   
 
Brian Buechner was the first to show up with a 
pumpkin, ready to test his underwater carving skills for 
the first time.  New member Wayne Pag cu, also arrived 
with a large pumpkin in tow, and tools ready for the 
contest.  After confirming very calm conditions, the two 
divers suited up, and Randy conducted the dive and 
safety briefings.   
 
After entering the water, and descending, both divers 
unexpectedly surfaced after only about 15 minutes.  
Brian had successfully held onto his pumpkin top while 
carving a mola mola on his pumpkin.  However, Wayne 
was only partially through, but needed additional weight 

to counterbalance his rather large pumpkin.  After retrieving a 
few extra pounds, Wayne and Brian returned to the water to 
complete his pumpkin carving.  
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Once both divers safely returned to 
shore a second time, we put their 
pumpkins out for judging.  It was mola 
mola versus bull, and passersby were 
invited to vote for their favorite.  As 
there were many divers in training 
nearby, some favored the ocean-
themed design.  But in the end, the bull 
won out, with many commenting on the 
creative use of a safety sausage for the 
horns.  For his efforts, Wayne won a 
$31 gift certificate to Backscatter 
Underwater Video and Photo, plus 
bragging rights for the next year!  Be 
sure to congratulate him at the holiday 
party this year!  Wayne was already 
talking about his plans for next year’s 
contest, so be sure to think of your own 
creation and challenge him next year! 
 
Walan Chang, photos by Walan Chang 
and Scott McReynolds 
 
 

Other Dive Related Opportunities 
 
Sometimes it’s nice to splash in a new, exciting destination.   
 
 
Breakwater Scuba 
Bali November-December 2019 
Bamboo Reef 
Fiji  December 5-14 
Philippines  April 18-25 
Costa Rica  June 6-13 
Cozumel  July 18-25 
Turks and Caicos  November 7-14 
Raja Ampat  January 2020 
 
Backscatter 
Photoshop Intensive for Beginners Monterey  November 1-3 
Banda Sea  November 22-December 6 
Komodo  December 7-19 
Cuba  January 18-25, January 25-February 1 
Wide-Angle Boot Camp Little Cayman  January 18-25, January 25-February 1 
Lightroom workshop Little Cayman  February 1-8 
Truk Lagoon  April 1-11 
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Anilao, Philippines Macro workshop  April 7-17 
Wide-Angle Bootcamp Roatan April  11-18 
Digital Shootout Bonaire  June 6-20 
Cocos Island  August 31-September 11 
Macro Workshop  Lembeh September 16-26 
Fiji  November 14-24 
Lightroom Immersion Workshop Little Cayman  November 28-December 5, December 5-12 
Solomon Islands  September 7-21 
 
See our business sponsors page for contact info! 
 
 

Classes 
 
Aquarius Dive Shop  www.aquariusdivers.com 
We can arrange classes for practically any PADI specialty to suit your requirements. Please call 
(831) 375-1933 for more information. 
 
Bamboo Reef  www.bambooreef.com 
Open Water Class usually begins the third Tuesday of the month. Bamboo Reef welcomes 
arrangements for one-on-one instruction. In addition, any specialty or advanced course can be 
set up with a minimum of two divers. Please call (831) 372-1685 for more information. 
CSUMB – NAUI certification and classes. 

 
Breakwater Scuba  www.breakwaterscuba.com 

Instruction from beginner to advanced tech diving, including rebreathers. 
 

Membership 
The MONTEREY BAY SEA OTTERS  
 

• Promote diving for education and pleasure, under observation of the highest safety 
standards.  

• Provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and information, education, and training.  
• Strongly encourage continuing education, environmental conservation, good 

sportsmanship, and cooperation with all other users of the marine environment.  
• Provide a network of dive buddies who believe in the ideals of this club.  
• Please follow link to the club website for more information or email: 

info@montereybayseaotters.org 
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MBSO Club Dive Guidance 
The Monterey Bay Sea Otters dive club welcomes all certified divers to join club dives. For the 
diving pleasure of all participants, divers shall follow the following recommendations set forth by 
the club: 
 
A diver may participate as a guest for one dive, after which they are encouraged to officially join 
the club and pay the yearly dues. If a diver has not participated in a cold water dive during the 
past 6 months or exhibits irresponsible or unsafe behavior, the Beach Marshal may exclude 
them from the club dive and refer the diver to a local dive shop for an equipment check and 
refresher course. 
 
Attendance at the dive briefing is mandatory for participants. 
All club dives will also be posted on our Facebook page and also a reminder email with more 
details will be sent out a few days before the dive.   Please note that in order to better prepare 
for these dives, we kindly ask that if you are in fact planning on attending a club dive, let us know 
prior to the dive.  We would like to encourage divers to bring along a mesh bag to club dives, in 
order to assist in collecting any trash found in the ocean.   
  
If we have to change dive location or cancel a dive, the Dive Coordinator (Corey Penrose) will 
send out an email to all club members and the divers/guests, who already contacted him.  
 
 
General Guidelines For After Work & Night Dives: 
 
To participate in after work dives or night dives, divers must carry a minimum of two lights: one 
main light and a back-up light.  In addition, divers should attach a colored marker light to their 
tank valve.  Be sure to check your batteries before you arrive. 
 
For everyone’s diving pleasure the club would like to thank all participants for adhering to these 
recommendations for club dives. 
 

Editor’s Note 
The Otter Limits arrives just in time to get you excited for our monthly meeting and remind you 
of our upcoming dives.  In an attempt to provide a steady publication date, all material, and 
reports, need to be submitted to the editor no later than the 3rd Wednesday of each month for 
publication. Any SCUBA related articles are welcomed and appreciated and will be included as 
space allows. Any high-quality underwater pictures are appreciated. Please email to 
newslettereditor@montereybayseaotters.org.   
 
The newsletter has a section for member-led events.  If you have an idea, please submit it to a 
board member for inclusion. 
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Other Events 
These events are not hosted or sponsored by the Monterey Bay Sea October newsletter 

updatesOtters. 

 
Old neoprene 

Is your old wetsuit or neoprene drysuit not doing its job anymore?  Bring it to Adam at Bamboo 
Reef for recycling.  You will keep it out of the landfill and your old neoprene will become a nice 
yoga mat. 

Urchins! 
 
Do you want to find out what is being done about the urchin infestation?  Sign-up with the 
Giant Kelp Restoration project for the newsletter at G2kr.com.  You can sign up as a volunteer 
diver as well. 
 
 
This from Walan and CSUMB… 
 
Hello everyone! 
  
Our school invites you, your colleagues and your students to attend next week's seminar on 
Monday, November 4, 2019 from 4 p.m. – 5 p.m. on the first floor of Chapman Science 
Academic Center in Room E-104. 
  
Speaker: November 4th: Dr Mathew James, Geology Professor, Sonoma State University 
Topic: Collecting Evolution: The Galapagos Expedition that Vindicated Darwin 
 
November 18th: Sharon Farrell, Executive Vice President – Projects, Stewardship & Science, 
Golden Gate Parks Conservancy 
Topic: Landscape-scale Stewardship - Regional and Statewide Trends & Reflection 
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What is going on with this street 
art, observed in the Cinque Terre, 
Italy?  I have no idea…  More 
research is needed.  I volunteer to 
go back and investigate.   
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Local Sponsors 
 

                                                                                               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
See you next month, Sea Otters! 

Free air fills to club members. Limit 2 per day. 
10% discount on merchandise

 

 

 
Phone: (831) 375-1933  

Dive Conditions Line: (831) 657-1020 
Free air fills to club members.  20% discount on gear 

servicing 

Kindly donating coffee for the MBSO beach clean-ups  
 

 
 

 
 

Call for special MBSO pricing

 

225 Cannery Row 
Monterey, CA 93940 
831.717.4546 
www.breakwaterscuba.com 
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Monterey Bay Sea Otters 2019 Dive Calendar 

JANUARY  
S M T W Th F S 

   1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

27 28 29 30 31   
 

11 After-work: San Carlos 
Beach 

19 Clean-up Dive:  
San Carlos Beach  

26 Dive: Carmel River 
Beach (Stewart’s Point) 

30 Club meeting.  Presenter 
and Board Nominations 

 
 

 JULY  
S M T W Th F S 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
28 29 30 31    

       
 

12 After-work: MacAbee 
Beach 

20 Clean-up Dive: San 
Carlos Beach 

27    Dive: Copper Roof 
31 Club meeting 
 

     
FEBRUARY 

S M T W Th F S 

     1 2 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
24 25 26 27 28   

 

8 After-work: Lovers Cove 
23    Dive: Stillwater Cove 
 Backup: McAbee Beach 
27 Club meeting.  Presenter 

and Board Elections 
 

 AUGUST  
S M T W Th F S 

    1 2 3 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 

 

9 After-work: San Carlos 
24  North Monastery 
28  Club meeting 

     
MARCH  

S M T W Th F S 

     1 2 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

 

8 After-work: MacAbee 
Beach 

23    Dive:  Butterfly House 
27 Club Meeting       
 
           
 
 

 SEPTEMBER  
S M T W Th F S 

       

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
29 30      

 

13 After-work: Lovers Cove 
21 Coastal Clean-up Day: 

San Carlos Beach 
25 Club meeting 
28 Dive:  Club BBQ and 

Dive: Lovers Cove 
 
 
 

     
APRIL 

S M T W Th F S 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
28 29 30     

       
 

12 After-work: San Carlos 
Beach 

20 Clean-up Dive:  
San Carlos Beach 

24 Club meeting  
27 Dive: North Monastery 
 

 OCTOBER 
S M T W Th F S 

  1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
27 28 29 30 31   

 

11 After-work:  MacAbee 
Beach 

19   Dive:  Stillwater Cove 
       Backup: San Carlos 
26 Pumpkin Carving Contest:  

San Carlos Beach 
30   Club meeting 
 

     
MAY 

S M T W Th F S 

   1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
26 27 28 29 30 31  

 

10 After-work: Wharf II 
25 Dive:  Metridium Fields 
 Backup: Breakwater 
29 Club meeting 
 
 
 

 

 NOVEMBER 
S M T W Th F S 

     1 2 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

 

8 After-work:  Wharf II 
23 Dive: Butterfly House       

Backup: Lovers Cove 
 

     
JUNE 

S M T W Th F S 

      1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 

30       
 

14 After-work: Coral Street 
22 Dive: Boat Dive, 

Beachhopper II 
26 Club meeting 
 

  

 DECEMBER 
S M T W Th F S 

       

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

29 30 31     
 

TBA  MBSO Club Holiday Party 
              
 
 
 

 *Dive Locations are subject to change.  Changed Info in RED 
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2019 Board of Directors 

PRESIDENT      Mark Holman president@montereybayseaotters.org 

VICE PRESIDENT      Tom Hubbard                     vicepresident@montereybayseaotters.org 

ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR      Scott McReynolds activitiesdirector@montereybayseaotters.org 

DIVE COORDINATOR      Corey Penrose  divecoordinator@montereybayseaotters.org 

SECRETARY      Caleb Lawrence secretary@montereybayseaotters.org 

TREASURER      Walan Chang treasurer@montereybayseaotters.org 

SAFETY OFFICER       Randy Phares safetyofficer@montereybayseaotters.org 

NEWSLETTER EDITOR       Matthew Denecour newslettereditor@montereybayseaotters.org 

http://montereybayseaotters.org/ Webmaster –  Corey Penrose                                 Facebook 


